
Foundations of Sanskrit 

Chapter 1 in Review 

 

Chapter one covered both Sanskrit phonetics and the Devanāgari writing system. This is a tremendous 

amount of information which is why it took us most of the first year of class to cover it. 

 

Phonetics 

The least you should know: 

 

1. How to pronounce the letters of the alphabet looking at the chart 

 

2. Be able to recognize transliteration of the sounds of Sanskrit in Roman letters. For example, long 

vowels have a line on top, retroflex/cerebral sounds have a dot underneath, the letter /h/ is 

used to show aspiration, etc.  

 

3. Understand that transliteration is not standardized. You may see “sh” used to represent श and 

ष. You will also see श represented as “ś”.  

Tricky ones: 

Anuswāra – means to nasalize the vowel. In Devanāgari, a dot is placed over the vowel. If you 

see a dot over a consonant as in the bīja mantras, the nasalization is happening to the built in 

short /a/. In Roman letters, anuswāra is depicted as a letter m with a dot underneath. 

l<  =  laṃ (bīja mantra at the root center) 

Visarga – means to aspirate the vowel (breathy h sound at the end). In Devanāgari, two dots are 

placed to the right of the vowel. In Roman letters, visarga is depicted as a letter h with a dot 

underneath. 

ziNt> = śantiḥ (peace) 

Sometimes the aspiration is slight. Sometimes it is strong with an echo of the vowel repeating 

itself. śantiḥ may sound like śantiḥi.  

 

4. Know the difference between phonemes (distinctive speech sounds) and allophones (variations 

that depend on the speaker, the context) especially where it is different from English. For 

example, in Sanskrit vowel length is phonemic, distinctive. The /ā/ and /a/ are heard as 

completely different letters. Switching one for the other changes the meaning of the word. The 

same is true of aspirated and unaspirated consonants. “Bhakti”and “bandha” start with 

completely different letters to the ears of a Sanskrit speaker. On the other hand, /v/ and /w/ are 

allophones. They can be traded without changing the meaning of the word. Not true in English! 

Think “very wary”. A Sanskrit speaker would hear these as the SAME WORD. 

 

 

 



Going Deeper (things you might know): 

 We also spent time talking about: 

 place of articulation (velar or guttural, palatal, retroflex or cerebral, dental, labial) 

 voicing (when the larynx vibrates a sound is soft or voiced versus hard or unvoiced) 

 aspiration – breathy /h/ sound 

 nasalization – soft palate or velum lowers allowing air out the nose (ṅ ñ ṇ n m)  

 

Devanāgari 

The least you should know: 

 

1. Given a piece of text in Devanāgari script you should see the individual letters and  

 Recognize the difference between a vowel in its full form and in its short or abbreviated 

form 

 Recognize a single consonant versus a compound consonant 

 Be able to find the letters on your Varṇamāla hand-out 

 

2. A consonant never stands alone. There is always a built in short /a/ following it. Think of how 

you say the alphabet. If a consonant needs to stand alone, it is marked with a virāma (Sanskrit 

word) or halant (Hindi word).  

tap – to shine – तप ्

written like this तप - the word would be tapa. 

 

3. Two consonants in a row may be pronounced but not written. The form will morph into a 

compound consonant. 

t! + t! = Ä! 

 

4. Two vowels in a row may not be pronounced nor written!! They come together and make a 

different vowel in speech and writing. We haven’t gotten to this yet. These rules are called  

Sandhi rules. They appear in chapter 3 part D of our text. We are supposed to begin looking at 

Sandhi in May. 

 

5. There are funny rules for /r/. Check the Varṇamāla hand-out for rules on /r/ before or after a 

consonant. Also, /r/ + /u/ or /ū/ is an exception. See page 18 of the text. 

 

Going Deeper (things you might know): 

 You may be memorizing the letters. If you are still looking up a lot of them, don’t worry! 

Memorization will start to happen and sharpen as you work through the homework. 

 Compound consonants are hard! And remember, they vary! There are sometimes several ways 

to write two consonants combined. Get used to the common ones on your Varṇamāla hand-out and 

practice non-attachment. (ha ha) 



 You may enjoy writing the letters. If they still look sloppy, again, this comes with practice. 

 The sound is the most important thing in Sanskrit. Devanāgari is cool, but don’t let it stress you 

out. It is more important to build vocabulary and learn to read out loud. 


